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In this study a simple toy model solution to the missing mass problem on galactic scales is reverse
engineered from galactic data via imposing broad assumptions. It is shown that the toy model
solution can be written in terms of baryonic quantities, that it is highly similar to pseudo-isothermal
dark matter on galactic scales and can accommodate the same observations (on galactic scales). In
this way the toy model solution is similar to MOND modified gravity in the Bekenstein-Milgrom
formulation. However, where it differs is in the similarity to pseudo-isothermal dark matter and in
the functional form. In loose terms it is shown that pseudo-isothermal dark matter can be written in
terms of baryonic quantities and on a form that suggest it may be worth looking into a mechanism
that can increase the magnitude of the post-Newtonian correction from general relativity for low
accelerations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the 1930s astronomical observations - including
the virilization of the Coma cluster [1], rotation curves
[2, 3], lensing of galaxy clusters [4], observation of
cluster mergers [5] and large scale structure surveys [6]
- have made it increasingly clear that the dynamical
behaviour of the universe is poorly understood. The
discrepancy between the observed and predicted dy-
namics can be remedied by introducing a significant,
(as of yet) unobserved mass component (dark matter)
or modifying the theory responsible for the predicted
dynamics - with the former being the vastly more
explored option.
Analyses of rotation curve data have historically been
the source of much debate (e.g. [7–19]) since [20]
inferred a close relation between the visible baryonic
matter and behaviour of galaxies at large radii - suppos-
edly dominated by dark matter. The debate spawned
the idea of modified classical dynamics, introduced by
Milgrom in [21], as an alternative to the dark matter
hypothesis. Milgrom coined the non-relativistic modi-
fication of gravitational dynamics, relevant on galactic
scales, modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) and
defined two classes, namely MOND modified inertia
and MOND modified gravity [21]. The former model
class was reinvigorated after McGaugh et al. [10, 22]
found, in their analysis of rotation curve data from
the SPARC database [23], that data from the SPARC
database globally follow an analytical relation (dubbed
the RAR) that carry the features of MOND modified
inertia. The results of [10, 22] even inspired dark matter
model builders to reproduce the RAR, with the unique
characteristics of MOND modified inertia, within the
dark matter hypothesis e.g. [24–28]. Subsequently,
the discussion surrounding MOND modified inertia
has continued with [14] coming out with evidence in
support and [11, 12, 15] the contrary.
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As the solution to the missing mass problem con-
tinue to elude physicists, good ideas continue to grow in
importance and new inspirations become of increasingly
greater value. In this article a toy model is derived via
reverse engineering from galactic rotation curve data.
The purpose of the toy model is to inspire dark matter
and modified gravity model builders via highlighting
a curious connection between the toy model and the
baryonic mass components on galactic scales and
analysing what this could mean.
II. FORMULATING THE MISSING MASS
PROBLEM FOR ROTATION CURVES
In relation to rotation curves, the missing mass prob-
lem can be neatly formulated analytically via Newtonian
mechanics as follows; solving the Poisson equation out-
side a given mass distribution (i.e. solving the Laplace
equation; ~∇2Φk = 0), in cylindrical coordinates, yields
the potentials
Φk = c(k)e
−k|z|J0(kr), (1)
where J0(kr) is the Bessel function of the first kind of ze-
roth order and the coordinate system is arranged such
that the z-axis is perpendicular to the galactic plane.
These solutions are valid outside a given mass distribu-
tion and are as such not mass specific. The mass specific
solution is developed with Φk as basis functions. This
leads to the total (abbreviated ”tot”) centripetal accel-
eration
~gtot = −
∫
dkS(k)~∇Φk, (2)
where S(k) is a weight function to be determined by the
mass distribution. Assuming the mass is distributed in
a plane [29]
Σ(r) = − 1
2piGN
∫
dkS(k)c(k)kJ0(kr). (3)
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2The procedure in Newtonian mechanics is then to as-
sume that Σ(r) is the mass distribution of the bary-
onic matter only. By doing so S(k)c(k) can be deter-
mined via Hankel transformation and the existence of
dark matter or some modification of Newtonian gravity
can be inferred when it is concluded that the Newto-
nian model does not agree well with data at large radii.
In particular vtot(r) ∼ const is required by observations
[2, 3] while vN (r) ∼ r− 12 at large radii from Newtonian
mechanics. Hence, it is clear that, in this formalism,
Σ(r) cannot only be the visible (baryonic) mass. Σ(r)
should be a sum of the baryonic mass as well as some
additional mass term, Σm, where ”m” signifies ”missing
mass”. This missing mass term can be interpreted as
either arising from dark matter or from some modifi-
cation of Newtonian gravity. The total surface density
can then be written
Σtot(r) = ΣN (r) + Σm(r)⇒ ~gtot = ~gN + ~gm. (4)
III. THE TOY MODEL
The toy model consists of an analytical expression for
the radial component (Notation: g...,r = |(1 0 0) · ~g...| =
v2...
r ) of ~gm derived via reverse engineering from galactic
rotation curve data. The reverse engineering process
itself consists of three broad assumptions motivated by
galactic rotation curve data;
1. vtot(r) ∼ const at large radii [2, 3].
2. gm,r should not diverge at r → 0.
3. vtot ∼ vN at small radii [15], corresponding also
to the maximum disk approximation (e.g. [30]).
All three assumptions are rather uncontroversial albeit
the third one less so. The third assumption represents
the maximum disk approximation or equivalently the
cored dark matter profiles. The slight controversy
of this assumption does not persist in there existing
galaxies which uphold this assumption, but in the
assumption that all galaxies do. [15], however, recently
motivated this assumption in an analysis of the gas
dominated galaxies of the SPARC database and indi-
cated that this might in fact be the case.
Assumption 1 can be accommodated by requiring
gm,r ∼ r−1 at large radii. In order to also uphold as-
sumption 2, a first ansatz could be
gm,r|z=0 ∼ 1− e
− rrm
r
, (5)
where rm is the scale length of the missing mass and gm,r
is evaluated at z = 0 since this denotes the galactic plane
to which the rotation curve data refer. Equation (5)
however has lim
r→0
(gm,r) 6= 0 which violates assumption
3. A re-evaluated ansatz could therefore be
gm,r|z=0 = Φ0m
[
1− e− rrm
r
− e
− rrm
rm
]
, (6)
where Φ0m is a constant of proportionality that is in gen-
eral a function of scale lengths and masses. Equation
(6) is not unique in that there exists other parametriza-
tions that uphold the three assumptions. What makes
this particular parametrization interesting is its relation
to the baryonic matter. To uncover this relation, assume
that gm,r exist in the same function space as gN,r. This
is equivalent to taking
S(k)c(k) = SN (k) + Sm(k)
⇒ gm,r = −
∫ ∞
0
dkSm(k)kJ1(kr)e
−k|z|, (7)
where SN is the weight function obtained from the bary-
onic mass distribution using Newtonian dynamics and
J1(kr) is the Bessel function of first kind of first order.
Taking z = 0 in equation (7), using equation (6) and
Hankel transforming reveals
Sm(k) = −Φ0m
∫ ∞
0
dr′r′J1(kr′)
[
1− e− r
′
rm
r′
− e
− r′rm
rm
]
=
−1
(1 + (krm)2)
3
2
Φ0m
k
. (8)
Compare this to the weight function for an exponential
baryonic (disk) mass [29]
Sd(k) = − GNmd
(1 + (krd)2)
3
2
, (9)
where rd and md is the scale length and mass of the
baryonic disk, respectively. The difference in powers of
k between equation (8) and (9) can be captured by an
indefinite integral over |z|. Hereby
gtot,r = gN,r − Φ
0
m
GNmd
∫
d|z|∂rΦd(r, z, rm). (10)
In order for assumption 1 to appear from data, both the
magnitude of gm,r and the involved scale lengths must
– to some degree – be fine tuned towards the baryonic
ones. Hence, as an ansatz it is not unreasonable to let
rm → rd and so
gtot,r = gN,r − 1
rc
∫
d|z|∂rΦd, (11)
where it is now understood that Φd is the baryonic disk
potential with the baryonic scale length and magnitude
and
1
rc
≡ Φ
0
m
GNmd
. (12)
By modelling the baryonic disk and gas as exponential
disks [29], a sum can be introduced into equation (11)
3in a straightforward manner. In cases where there is no
baryonic bulge, then
∑
i
∫
d|z|∂rΦid =
∫
d|z|gN,r. A pri-
ori there is no reason why the missing mass term should
not depend on the baryonic bulge. However, introduc-
ing a baryonic bulge is consistent with assumptions 1-3.
The only possible impact of a bulge is in identifying
equation (6) with baryonic quantities. Since equation
(6) is defined for z = 0, a bulge component can be con-
sistently added with the requirement that it vanishes in
the limit of z → 0. This can be handled by the inte-
gration constant of the indefinite integral and equation
(11) can be written
gtot,r = gN,r − 1
rc
∫
d|z|gN,r, (13)
where
gN,r =
∑
i
∂rΦ
i
d + ∂rΦb (14)
with lim
|z|→∞
(
∫
d|z|gN,r) = 0 ∧ lim|z|→0(
∫
d|z|∂rΦb) = 0 im-
posed.
IV. COMPARING THE TOY MODEL TO
ROTATION CURVE DATA
In comparing the toy model to data, the geometry
in (gN , gtot)-space (g2) will be investigated. g2-space
present several advantages compared to more conven-
tional spaces – like e.g. the classical v(r) plane – in
that it highlights the details of the solution to the
missing mass problem. For example, the difference in
the v(r) plane for a NFW dark matter density profile
and a pseudo-isothermal dark matter density profile,
both fitted to data, can be difficult to see. In g2-space
however, the difference is very explicit and clear (see
e.g. figure 2).
There exist various different models of the baryonic mat-
ter in rotationally supported galaxies. The most com-
mon are [31]:
1. Exponential disk and de Vaucouleurs bulge with
surface mass densities
Σd(r) = Σ0e
− rrd ,
Σb(r) = Σ˜0e
−κ
(
( rrb
)1/4−1
)
,
(15)
where κ = 7.6695 [29].
2. Miyamoto-Nagai disk and a Plummer bulge with
potentials
Φd(r, z) = − GNmd√
r2 + (ad + z)2
,
Φb(r, z) = − GNmb√
r2 + z2 + r˜2b
,
(16)
where both potentials are in cylindrical coordi-
nates and ad, r˜b are scale lengths.
In relation to the geometry in g2-space it is interesting
to note the differences introduced by the bulge profiles.
Even though the centripetal acceleration of the de Vau-
couleurs bulge, gVbul, vanish for r → 0, the magnitude
increase for r & 0.1pc. r ∼ 0.1pc is well below conven-
tionally sampled radii [23] and so for the sampled radii
a de Vaucouleurs-like bulge will cause gN to increase to-
ward small radii and thus force the g2-space geometry
to be single valued (see figure 1).
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FIG. 1: The g2-space geometries obtained from using
equation (15) and (16) for the baryonic content. The
different curves denote different baryonic content; green
is an exponential disk, cyan is an exponential disk and a
de Vaucouleurs bulge, brown is a Miyamoto-Nagai disk
and black is a Miyamoto-Nagai disk and a Plummer
bulge. For the figure z = 0, r ∈ [0.01 kpc, 100 kpc],
rb = r˜b = 0.5 kpc, md = 5.72 · 1040 kg, mb = 1.43 ·
1039 kg, ad = rd = 3 kpc, bd = 0.1 kpc, Σ˜0 = 2.4
kg
m2 ,
Σ0 = 1.06
kg
m2 and rc =
√
fGN (md+mb)
cH0
with f = 2pi a
free parameter and H0 being the Hubble rate.
Similarly to the centripetal acceleration from the de
Vaucouleurs bulge the centripetal acceleration from
the Plummer bulge, gPbul, vanish for r → 0. However,
gPbul only increase in magnitude for r & kpc, meaning
the g2-space in this case is double valued in the range
of sampled radii (see figure 1). Without bulges, the
exponential disk and the Miyamoto-Nagai disk gives
rise to similar, ∼elliptical geometries in g2-space – with
the latter a bit more ”sqeezed” than the former (see
figure 1).
In relation to the g2-space geometry seen in the
SPARC database [12, 15, 23], it is interesting to note
4that the majority of galaxies1 (121/152 galaxies) have
no bulge. Hence, the overall g2-space geometry is
expected to be dominated by the disk geometries shown
in figure 1 - this is indeed what is found in [11, 15]
and, to a lesser extent, in [12]. In [12, 15] it is shown
that galaxies can in general be grouped according
to whether data for the g2-space geometry curves
leftward (rtot < rN ), rightward (rtot > rN ) or nowhere
(rN = rtot) for decreasing radius, where rN and rtot
denote the radii corresponding to the maxima in gN
and gtot, respectively. [12] show that larger subsets
curve rightward (73/152 galaxies) and nowhere (46/152
galaxies) whereas a smaller subset curves leftward
(33/152 galaxies), leading to an overall geometry ∼
nowhere with a slight rightward inclination. [15] show
that gas dominated galaxies - which to leading order
are independent of the mass to light ratios - overall
display a pronounced rightward geometry, indicating
that leftward (and possibly nowhere) galaxies could be
an artefact of an underlying radial dependency of the
mass to light ratios not accounted for in [12]. Equation
(13) rely on this assumption as it cannot accommodate
leftward or nowhere geometries for which data are
sampled at r < rN (see figure 1). Via de Vaucouleurs-
like bulges equation (13) can accommodate nowhere
geometries which are not sampled at r < rN . The toy
model can be adjusted to accommodate all types of
geometries by introducing more complexity, but this
makes the connection with the baryonic matter less
pronounced and since whether or not it is required is
up for debate, further considerations in this direction is
beyond the scope of this toy model.
V. COMPARING THE TOY MODEL TO DARK
MATTER MODELS
Another point to make is in comparing the g2-space
geometry of equation (13) to that of common dark mat-
ter models. Here, the pseudo-isothermal and NFW den-
sity profiles for dark matter will be considered
ρiso(r, z) =
ρ0
1 + (
√
r2+z2
R0
)2
,
ρNFW (r, z) =
ρ1√
r2+z2
R1
(1 +
√
r2+z2
R1
)2
.
(17)
Figure 2 illustrates the g2-space geometry of equation
(13) and the dark matter distributions of equation (17).
From the figure it is clear that the primary differences
between the models are present at small radii - as dis-
cussed in [11, 12, 15].
1 Here the galaxy selection criteria of [12, 15] are applied, bringing
the number of galaxies down to 152 from the 175 listed in the
database.
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FIG. 2: The g2-space geometry of equation (13), and
dark matter with the distributions of equation (17)
(red is NFW and blue is iso), with the different bary-
onic constellations from equation (15) and (16). The
difference between panels consist only in the baryonic
matter; exponential disk (top panel), exponential disk
and a de Vaucouleurs bulge (second panel from the
top), Miyamoto-Nagai disk (third panel from the top)
and Miyamoto-Nagai disk and Plummer bulge (bottom
panel). The baryonic data is the same as used for figure
1. Additionally, ρ0 = 4 · 10−21 kgm3 , ρ1 = 2 · 10−21 kgm3 ,
R0 = 3 kpc, R1 = 8 kpc and the baryonic quantities are
identical to those used for figure 1.
5In the absence of a bulge, the solution to the missing
mass problem dictate the geometry at small radii and
finer details of the solution to the missing mass prob-
lem are clearly visible, as exemplified by the difference
in geometry between the NFW and pseudo-isothermal
dark matter geometries (without bugles). Considering
the large difference in geometry between the pseudo-
isothermal and NFW dark matter geometries, it is re-
markable to see how similar the geometry of equation
(13) is to that of pseudo-isothermal dark matter.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this study it has been shown how a toy model so-
lution to the missing mass problem (equation (6)) can
be reverse engineered from galactic rotation curve data.
It has also been shown that this solution can be writ-
ten in terms of the Newtonian centripetal acceleration
from the baryonic matter only (equation (13)). The de-
tails of the toy model has been discussed in the context
of its g2-space geometry and the results of [11, 12, 15]
obtained from the SPARC database [23]. The g2-space
geometry highlights the finer details of the proposed so-
lution to the missing mass problem and as such provides
an appropriate platform to discuss the details of a so-
lution to the missing mass problem on galactic scales
based on rotation curve data. The toy model is found
to accommodate the most common g2-space geometries
of the SPARC database, however, not geometries which
are consistent with some form of cuspy dark matter
(nowhere geometries sampled at r < rN or leftward ge-
ometries). However, as recently proposed by [15]; such
geometries (nowhere geometries sampled at r < rN or
leftward geometries) could be an artefact from a radial
dependency of the mass to light ratios not accounted
for in [12]. Accepting this possibility, the toy model
is consistent with all geometries present in the SPARC
database.
Lastly the g2-space geometry of the toy model has
been compared to the g2-space geometries of NFW and
pseudo-isothermal dark matter. This comparison shows
a striking similarity between the toy model and isother-
mal dark matter to such a degree that one might con-
sider the two loosely degenerate in terms of g2-space ge-
ometries. Extending this line of thought and collecting
the results, the toy model shows that pseudo-isothermal
dark matter can loosely be written in terms of Newto-
nian quantities derived from the baryonic matter (as far
as the g2-space geometry is considered). This curious
connection is an important take away from this study
and should be viewed as a suggested inspirational source
for model builders. A further curious note is that the
functional form of the toy model (equation (13)) is rem-
iniscent of what is obtained from the post-Newtonian
correction to general relativity, indicating that a mecha-
nism that increase the magnitude of the post-Newtonian
correction from general relativity for low accelerations
may be worth considering.
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